
Programme for 2020 -21 

ART PRACTICAL C      Wednesday 10.30Steve Stephens                                                   Have you 
always wanted to be an artist? I did too, until I discovered that the primary qualification 
wasto have been dead for over 100 years. Now I am happy just to produce pictures.I have 
been asked to pointout that we are not an unruly rabble,just relaxed. To everyone’ssurprise, 
their pictures usually improve. 

Co-ordinators of thetwo Practical Art classes below are in touch with their members at 
home.  They are sharing their results with each other and we publish samples on our 
weekly Updates. 
ART PRACTICAL A                                                          Maxine Jason   Collage and Mixed Media.  
If you have always wanted to try your hand at art but think you haven’t the talent, this 
course is for you.   Collage is a different medium and you can create wonderful images using 
a few basic materials e.g. from magazines and other sources.  Anyone can do it!  All are 
welcome. 

ART: PRACTICAL E       Maureen BettsWater colouring, drawing, pastel and acrylic at your 
leisure.  No tuition. 

ART/ HISTORYMonday 14.00Shirley Levy                                          The Other Renaissance: our 
Friends in the North. 

BRIDGE: Absolute Beginners       Thursday 14.00Ghislaine FreedmanA course for those who 
have never played bridge before.                                              

 BRIDGE: Improvers       Tuesday 13.30Judy DoddsFor those already playing bridge at a basic 
level who want to increase their knowledge and     enjoyment of the game. Topics covered 
will include Stayman, transfers, doubles, Michaels, Blackwood, Gerber and unusual 
2NT. Lessons include some theory followed by prepared and random hands to reinforce the 
topics taught.  

BRIDGE: Lower Intermediate   Wednesday 14.00Naomi Stuart                                                     
The class is aimed at those with about two or three years’ experience of bridge and a basic 
understanding of Acol.  Notes and prepared hands are emailed in advance. We spend time 
at the beginning of each lesson on a principle of bidding or play using a PowerPoint 
presentation. Then we discuss the hands practising these principles.  

BRIDGE: Supervised Bridge for Intermediate Players Tuesday 10.30Robert Clifton                       
Supervised Bridge play and discussion for duplicate Bridge players to encompass both Acol 
and Standard American systems (separately) for those who are Intermediate players and 
also for those who would like to improve upon this. Each week, I will distribute hands for 
everyone to play (with my help if necessary), and then we will go through the hands to see if 
the bidding and the play achieved the best outcome. Each person will get the same hand to 
bid and play as everyone else for each deal so that we can evaluate the hand with every 
participant at the same time. 



BRIDGE: Supervised Bridge       Wednesday 10.00    Tony MavropoullosThis class will help in 
learning and understanding the main aspects of bidding, declarer play and defence.  It will 
include some advanced topics and a variety of resources. 

BRIDGE: Intermediate Thursday 11.30                                               David Powell                                                               
Generally, we progress from basic to more advanced concepts in two-week 'units'.  A topic is 
introduced and discussed one week, then in the following week we look at the bidding and 
play of some interesting hands, sometimes, but not always, illustrating what has been 
discussed in the previous week.  At the beginning of the year important aspects, notably 
opening leads, are revised. Subsequently, topics focus on aspects of the game not always 
covered in beginners’ classes, such as transfers, losing trick count, weak two bids, re-
opening doubles, Jacoby 2NT, Michaels cue bids, unusual NT, Roman key-card Blackwood, 
and others. 
 

Bridge: Intermediate Tuesday 12.30 and repeated at14.00Peter Nash                                                             
This class is aimed at those with a good understanding of Acol.  It will cover systematically 
the key aspects of bidding, declarer play and defence including more advanced topics useful 
for duplicate bridge. Notes will be emailed out in advance and there will be quizzes to 
reinforce what has been learned. The classes may evolve depending on class feedback, and 
there will be some opportunity to discuss hands or issues raised by class members. 
 

BRIDGE: Supervised Practice and Play     Friday 10.30Shireen  GunasekeraFor those who 
have some knowledge of Acol - come and enjoy playing with me on “Bridge Base on Line”.   

 BRIDGE: Tips on Duplicate Bridge  Monday 16.00       Alan Unerman   Discussion on some 
advanced concepts  

BRIDGE: Real Bridge on Line     Friday 14.00         Alan Unerman                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Register with Alan if you would like to take part. 

CHAT GROUP 1  Friday 10.30  Kate Bailey- and CHAT GROUP 2  Friday 14.00                                                        
Pauline Malpas                                                                                          Enjoy a friendly chat over a 
virtual cup of coffee from the comfort of your own home. 

CHESS Friday 10.30                         David Castle Come and learn Chess on line. Friendly advice 
for learning and improving play is happily provided.  

CINEMAWally Howard       Wally continues his recordings on Miscarriages of Justice and film 
recommendations.  Watch the weekly Updates on Vimeo together with his “Recollections”.  He 
hopes to still be around to show all the wonderful movies he has accumulated when we resume 

COMPUTING Get The Most From Your iPad or iPhone Thursday 14.00Ruth FreemaniPhones 
& iPads can enhance your life, are not difficult to master and offer big rewards.  But you 
need to be selective as to how you use them - whether to manage your life more effectively, 
or to expand your interests and passions. This class is designed to help YOU make 
technology work for you: 1) By taking you through the basic skills, so you are at ease with 
these - and 2) Exploring the most useful ‘Apps.’ you can use, as well as other helpful 
features. Hand-outs will be available to aid learning & retention. Answers will be given to 
questions raised.  Hopefully, we’ll have a lot of fun achieving all this.  



COMPUTER DROP-INDrop in for Computer TipsThursday 10.30Elana Gal-EddFor Laptops, 
Desktops and iPads. This class is a drop-in session for anyone who is having problems in 
getting started or would like to improve their skill level. It will help you to use the various 
features that are available on computers to enable you to explore the world at your 
fingertips.  

DESIGN HISTORYThursday 15.30Valerie Wilson TrowerA key element in all contemporary 
academic design coursesare the artefacts produced by a society in its own context.  These 
artefacts from a given period are related to the social, political, economic, technical, and 
aesthetic conceptions of that time and place and enables us to get a better understanding of 
those societies.  They are manifest in architecture, 3D design, 2D design including 
photography, textiles and fashion. Although this is possible for any period throughout 
history and across any culture, these talks will start in 1851 and continue towards our 
presenttime.  

DUTCH CONVERSATION      Wednesday 14.00Elisabeth FantinoDo you have some basic 
knowledge of Dutch?  Would you like to improve it?  I am Dutch and will encourage you to 
talk.  We will read or listen to texts and songs, talk about current events and anything Dutch 
(or indeed Double Dutch) that you may wish.  This is a fortnightly class. 

DRAMA        Anthony Guter andTerry SopelIf you are interested in acting, directing and 
improvisation and would enjoy working towards productions, possibly three per year, please 
contact us with a view to joining.  We have just recorded a performance, part of the Winter 
Programme. 

ENGLISH: WRITTEN ENGLISHTuesday 11.30 fortnightlyIvan Rappaport                     This course will 
help you write English that avoids problems for the reader, mostly with punctuation; grammar is not 
included. Can you make sense of “King Charles laughed and joked half an hour after his head was cut 
off”?  The Penguin Guide to Punctuation has lots of helpful examples, and we will be using it 
throughout the course. 

EXERCISE CLASS: WAKE - UP CHAIR PILATES    GilliVafidisMonday, Wednesday, Friday at 
10.30          A quickstretch to wake up breathing and circulation, to align and lengthen your 
spine, to stretch the limbs and get ready for the day ahead. Please wear loose, comfortable 
clothing, socks or bare feet, and sit in an upright chair.  Additional props: 1) a hand towel or 
inelastic scarf, 2) a 2-inch block (hardcover boxfile?) to rest your feet on, 3) 2 light weights 
(small water bottles, jam jars), 4) a tennis ball. 
 

EXERCISE CLASS: BASIC MAT PILATESThursday 15.30GilliVafidisThis is a follow-on class from 
the one above and is mat-based.  It is important to have some experience of Pilates.  Please 
come to the class above and talk to Gilli to discuss whether the level is suitable for you. 

EXERCISE: MOVE WELL, FEEL GREAT!   Tuesday 11.30Pieta Ruck Keene                    This is a 
chair-based exercise class suitable for anyone, but particularly those who are less mobile or 
recovering from injury or illness.    

EXERCISE: “SALSALATES”     Wednesday 16.45                                Judith Michaels                                                                                                                                                                   
Salsalates- a fusion of Pilates exercises, Salsa dancing and fun!  Work your body, mind and 
soul.Experience gentle aerobic dance exercise with standing Pilates that concentrates on 



slow and measured movements.  A highly effective session for improving posture, flexibility 
and to prevent injury.  You will need a cleared space in front of your camera device and a 
dining chair or similar for support. 

EXPLORING EXPERIENCES OF THE THIRD AGE     Wednesday 14.30Ruth BrookThe Third Age 
has its pleasures and problems.  We aim to create an environment where members listen to 
each other in a non-judgmental way, possibly using their own experience to enable others 
to think about new situations in our fast-changing world. Members will decide each week 
what we will discuss.  Retirement, loss, loneliness, and changing family relationships figure 
prominently. The maximum number of people in the group is 10, including the co-ordinator.Don’t 
think it’s all gloom and doom.  We laugh a lot! 

FRENCH: ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS       Tuesday 15.30GilliVafidisA class for those who have 
never spoken or been taught French before and want to give this beautiful language a try.  
Using French magazines, videos and websites to explore and learn how to communicate in 
French.  

FRENCH: ALMOST BEGINNERS   Thursday11.00GilliVafidis   For those who have done a little 
French a long time ago and wish to improve their conversational skills, refresh their 
vocabulary and improve their understanding of French Grammar. 

FRENCH: POST BEGINNERSThursday 15.00Evanna MorrisFor those who have done several 
years of French and would like to continue learning. We read Les RoisMauditsby Maurice 
Druon. 

FRENCH: INTERMEDIATE Tuesday 10.00GilliVafidisFRENCH: INTERMEDIATE     
Tuesday11.30 (repeat)GilliVafidisA chance to speak, translate and listen to French using 
news stories, websites and radio. We aim to improve comprehension, widen vocabulary and 
make you more comfortable with speaking French.  

 FRENCH CONVERSATION       Wednesday 11.00Michael Ellman               Conversation simple 
et décontractée de tous les adhérents - avec correction des fautes plus graves - mais de 
façonamicale! (The class will be conducted in French.  Reasonable conversational ability 
needed!) 

FRENCH CONVERSATION: UPPER INTERMEDIATE LEVEL  Friday 14.30Muriel 
HirschVoussouhaitez  pratiquervotrefrançaishebdomadairement sur des thèmes qui 
voustiennent à coeur, alorsrejoignez-nous le vendredi de 2.30 à 3.15. Si vousprenezplaisir à 
regarder des films enfrançais avec éventuellement des sous-titres dans la langue de Molière, 
lire des journauxouécouter des podcasts, cegroupeest pour vous. Je vous attends. 
(Maximum 8personnes).    

FRENCH: LE CERCLE FRANÇAIS       Tuesday 12.00Michael GoodmanDestiné à des 
francophones, Le Cercle Français réunit ceux qui souhaitent lire ensemble des œuvres 
littéraires, et participer à des débats sur l’actualité. Il faut savoir parler et lire le français 
couramment, et être prêts à contribuer. 

GNOSTICISM      Tuesday 14.00George WoodGnostic interpretation of Parcival Opera and 
Quest for the Holy Grail   



GREEK: MODERN CONVERSATION     Wednesday 12.00Rita Wolfisz This class is led by a 
friendly fluent Greek-speaker for those with some knowledge of Greek. All subjects and 
levels welcome.    

HEBREW CONVERSATION      Wednesday 10.00GilaWacholderThis course is for people with 
some knowledge ofIvrit who want to improve their conversational skills in a friendly 
environment. Chosen topics are discussed each time.  This is a really fun experience where 
people forget that they are speaking a foreign language.  

HEBREW: INTERMEDIATETuesday 10.30Jeff Freeman                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
This class is for participants who are encouraged to speak from the very first session.  
Material will be provided. 

HEBREW: BEGINNERS ANDIMPROVERSWednesday 10.30Debbie FreemanMost attendees 
at this class can read and (hopefully) have a vocabulary of about 200 words. If you think you 
will fit in, you will be very welcome. Material will be provided. 

HISTORY OF EUROPE         Tuesday 10.30                                                       Christopher Dean                                                                                                     
The impact of the French Revolution, war, liberalism and nationalism; from Biedermeier to 
Bismarck and on to 1933.   ‘Lotharingia' - a major European region not coinciding with any 
modern state. 15th century Burgundy and its culture; the formation and development of the 
Dutch Republic from the 1560s; the Spanish/Austrian Netherlands through to Belgium in the 
19th century; Switzerland; how England/Britain related to this region from the Reformation 
to 1914; finally, Alsace-Lorraine, Western Germany and the formation of the EEC. 

HISTORY OF THE JEWS IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL   Wednesday 15.00           Tiki Martel 
According to tradition, Jews migrated to the Iberian peninsula in the time of the 2nd 
Temple. The crucially important period from the 10th to the 12th century paved the road to 
‘The Golden Age’ of Judaism, Islam and later ironically, to Anti-Semitism.  It also contributed 
to 18th and 19th century art, philosophy and the history that made UNESO  declare 
Flamenco a ‘World Heritage Treasure’ in 2016.                  

HISTORY: MEDIEVAL SPAIN    Tuesday 16.00                     Michael Schraer                                                                                                                                                         
Christians, Muslims and Jews in Medieval Spain: Cooperation and Conflict 

INDIAN COOKERY: COOK INDIAHH!Fri  11.00                                                Amrita Narain                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
A contemporary approach to Indian cooking, preparing nutritious, tasty and unfussy food to 
suit beginners as well as intermediate or experienced cooks.  If you are cooking for family 
meals or dinner parties, you will learn skills to impress, recreate your favourite Indian 
dishes, lose your fear of ‘foreign’ food and leave with the confidence to create delicious and 
authentic Indian food in your own home – guaranteed! Indian food is easy to cook and good 
for you – and easy on the pocket too!  Suitable for vegans, vegetarians and meat eaters 

ITALIAN ABSOLUTEBEGINNERS (possibly on Thursdays at 15.30– contact FrancaCerudi)We 
start from the alphabet - an adventure to discover the structure of Italian, acquiring step by 
step the means to write and speak in a language unknown until now . The book used is: 
Living Italian by Maria Valgimigli. 

ITALIAN BEGINNERS STEP TWO      Monday 15.00Franca CerudiThe class is responding to 
the needs of those who have already laid foundations for the knowledge of Italian and now 



want to study the grammar in depth with reading and conversation. The book used is: Living 
Italian by Maria Valgimigli. 

ITALIAN: IMPROVERS               Wednesday 15.00Franca CerudiTo improve your knowledge 
of the Italian language.  The lessons are divided into two parts: the first is dedicated to the 
refreshment and learning of grammar rules and the second to the application of those rules 
by speaking, reading and playing games. This is an amusing way to remember and use new 
words.  

ITALIAN: 3RD YEAR     Wednesday 12.00Graziella Freedman                                               This 
class is a continuation class for those who started Italian two years ago.  The book we will be 
using is Living Italian by Maria Valgimigli.  

ITALIAN: ADVANCED    Wednesday 10.00Graziella Freedman The course is for those who 
can already speak Italian and hold a conversation.  We will be reading Italian literature and 
using the book Upgrade your Italian by Clelia Boscolo. 

ITALIAN: CONVERSATION Thursday 14.00Franca CerudiTo stimulate your curiosity about 
Italian language and traditions, and encourage a greater knowledge and understanding.    
The class is intended as a meeting place where everyone is involved in a friendly 
conversation and exchange of ideas, on a wide range of subjects, from personal impressions 
and opinions, to art, music, literature and other matters proposed by the participants based 
on their experiences and preferences.  

ITALIAN: READING AND CONVERSATION Tuesday 11.30            Ada Sofaer                                                   
Conversation and discussion in Italian are the main objects of this lesson.  Subjects are taken 
from Italian newspapers and books. Grammar will still be part of the lesson.  

ITALIAN READING GROUP         Monday 14.00David PowellLeggiamo esempi della 
letteratura italiana moderna. Durante gli ultimi 12-18 mesi abbiamo letto Calvino, Se una 
notte d' inverno un viaggiatore (1979), Pazzi, Conclave (2001), e Levi (Primo), Se questo è un 
uomo (1947). A settembre, cominceremoMaraini, Donna in guerra (1975). Di solito si 
preparano in anticipo fra dieci e venti pagine che discutiamo nella classe. Poi, se rimane un 
po’ di tempo, leggiamo qualche pagina ad alta voce. Come sfondo, si spiegano inoltre 
aspetti della grammatica, storia, cultura, e società italiane. La scelta dei libri viene fatta dalla 
classe. Altri libri che abbiamo letto sono opere di Bassani, Deledda, Grossi, Levi (Carlo), 
Pavese, Sciascia, e Tabucchi. 

JAPANESE: FIRST YEAR   Wednesday 13.00Nobuko Leslie with Kaoru Godoy              In this 
friendly class you will learn Japanese basic language skills, including reading and writing in 
Hiragana and Katakana.  These characters will be practised until you can use them easily. 
The class book is  Japanese for Busy People I,  Revised 3rd Edition, Kana version, by 
AJALT.Homework will be given regularly.    

JAPANESE: SECOND YEAR       Wednesday 10.30Kaoru Godoy with Nobuko Leslie 
This friendly class will be an opportunity to consolidate what you have learned and further 
develop practical Japanese language skills. The class book is Japanese for Busy People I, 
Revised 3rd Edition Kana version, by starting from Lesson 12.  Other books you already have 
will also be useful. Homework will be given regularly. 
 



JAPANESE: READING IN JAPANESE Wednesday 11.40Kaoru Godoy with Nobuko Leslie 
Easy text in basic Kanji will be read in addition to improving other language skills in this 
friendly class.  The class book is Japanese for Busy People II, Revised 3rd Edition by AJALT.  The 
lessons covered will be confirmed in the class. Other reading materials may be given to 
increase your confidence in reading Japanese. 
 
LAUGH, BREATHE AND RELAX   Thursday 10.30                    Muriel Hirsch                                                                                                                               
Give your body and your mind one hour of laughter (without any reason), deep breathing 
and relaxation. They will thank you for longer than you can imagine,IMPORTANT: contact 
me before registering to be sure it is suitable for you. If you want more information, there 
are many videos about Laughter yoga on YouTube. 

LITERATURE: ANCIENT HISTORY READINGS                 Lesley Atkinson                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Readings of the Near East, Greece and Rome. The group meets in suitable venues and reads 
and discusses selected writings from these civilisations, dipping into chronological 
anthologies and primary sources such as Readings in Ancient History; Thought and 
Experience from Gilgamesh and St Augustine by Nels M Bailkey.   

LITERATURE: CHAUCER  Thursday 14.00                              Shirley Levy     We will continue our 
rudely interrupted reading of Chaucer's stories of marriage, lechery and religion inTHE 
CANTERBURY TALES.  However, the point at which we shall begin this term will be decided 
in the first session.   Hopefully, the text of the poem will appear your screen. To anyone who 
is apprehensive about our use of the original language, it is VERY EASY to master.  
      

LITERATURE: MODERN &CONTEMPORARY  Wednesday 14.00Jim EdgarThe programme of 
prose, poetry and drama will be organised by three co-ordinators in full consultation with 
members.  A detailed list of texts will be available and will appear on the Notice 
Board.Fortnightly alternating with class below 

LITERATURE:PROUSTWednesday 13.30Maggie Fletcher  Fortnightly alternating with 
LITERATURE: MODERN & CONTEMPORARY above. 

LITERATURE: SHAKESPEARE STUDY GROUP   Wednesday 11.30Linda ShannonWe read 
aloud the group's choice of play and, as we go along, discuss themes, language, staging, 
historical context, characterisation and whatever else crops up. We are reading Hamlet at 
present so please find a copy or fish out a Complete Works if you have one.  Contact Linda 
for up-to-date information about the plays we are likely to read in the future. 
 
MEDICINE: A Germ’s Eye View of History. Tuesday 10:30am (from 25 May)  Robin Weiss 
These talks will address how infectious diseases have affected society and how society has 
influenced the emergence of epidemics. No scientific knowledge of germs is required!  The 
topics are as follows - 25th May: Pandemics Past and Present; 1st June: History of 
Vaccines and Vaccine Hesitancy; 8th June: Some Unforeseen Perils of Technological 
Developments; 15th June: Ancient and Modern Infections Eyed through Genetic Variants; 
22nd June: Two Gentlemen of Verona who defined Syphilis and Cervical Cancer; 29th June: 
From Pan to Pandemic: The Story of HIV/AIDS 



MEDICINE TODAY    Thursday 10.30MaryRossiter                                                                                                                         
Do you wish to be intrigued, confused, enlightened, entertained - or perhaps even amused?  
We discuss articles in medical journals: controversies, disease problems, new treatments 
etc.  Previous medical knowledge not needed. 

MINDFUL MEDITATION      Tuesday 11.30Neorca LiuMeditation is at the heart of Buddhism - 
but you do not have to be a Buddhist to meditate. Discover mindfulness within yourself. You 
may attend for the first hour, the second hour or both. 

MUSIC: CLASSICAL MUSIC APPRECIATION  Wednesday 12.30Herbie Goldberg(Fortnightly, 
alternating with class below).If you enjoy classical music, then this is for you.  Join Herbie on 
a voyage of discovery beyond the well-known favourites that we often hear on the radio.  
No technical musical knowledge is needed -  it doesn’t matter whether you are a seasoned 
listener or not; each work will be introduced and you will certainly hear many that are new 
to you and which deserve much more attention in the concert hall then they are given these 
days.  

MUSIC: THESE YOU HAVE LOVED    Wednesday 12.30    Stephen McGhee                
(Fortnightly, alternating with class above).I shall explore those composers and their works 
that, at some stage in my life, have made an impression on me - and others who have been 
constant companions. This includes all musical genres; from vocal, instrumental, chamber, 
orchestral, choral and opera. No technical knowledge is necessary.  Also, opportunities will 
be given for course attendees to present their own favourite classical music works.    

MUSIC: OPERAHoward Shelter                                                                                                                      
Visual opera experiences on Vimeo andYoutube with talksHistory of European Opera in 12 
countries over 4 centuries.  Each week opera film excerpts will be uploaded on Vimeo for 
watching by U3A members and an email will provide a link to that presentation. These will 
remain on Vimeo and are private so that you will need to keep a separate record of each 
link for future viewing. Access is only by way of these links. Audio files of recorded talks on 
these operas, with their text on word files, will be attached to the emails. This is offered on 
a weekly basis, usually sent on Sundays.My latest composition of an orchestral suite of 
music in three movements, is uploaded to Youtube.  It is fully orchestrated and is available 
only by the following URL link: https://youtu.be/VGPoYJ7zbEs 

MUSIC: THE HISTORY OF EUROPEAN OPERA Howard Shelter    
        In 12 countries over 4 
centuriesThis group will examine many features of the History of European Opera featuring 
177 operas and 116 composers over 4 centuries ( 17th- 20th ) and from  12 Countries.  In 
addition to audio operatic excerpts it will feature for the historical background, the 
recording of talks covering inter alia, the historical development of opera - opera 
composer's careers, successes, failures, personalities, patrons, critics, censors, - real life: 
tragedies, wars, revolutions, politics - opera plots and libretti translations of many excerpts.  
Members joining this group will periodically receive audio opera excerpts  by a series of 
private links to Vimeo together with the  recordings of talks on this subject.  Members are 
invited to share their comments on and knowledge of the opera excerpts and subjects of 
the talks by emailing the group leader and with that member's consent, for sharing with the 
other members. 

https://youtu.be/VGPoYJ7zbEs�


MUSICAL SINGALONG   Thursday 12.00  Stanley VolkNew members are most welcome to 
joinand enjoy our weekly ‘singalong’ – or just to listen.  Suggestions welcome. 

PHILOSOPHY: LIFE, THOUGHT AND LEGACY OF SPINOZAThursday 15.00    Sam RodinBaruch 
Spinoza, the 17th century Dutch Jewish philosopher, remains surprisingly relevant to our21st 
century problems.  A central Enlightenment figure, his heretical ideas laid the foundation for 
modern, liberal, secular and democratic thinking.  He was a forerunner of biblical criticism 
(exposing the dangers of superstition and religious dogma), depth psychology and the 
scientific understanding of the unity of body and mind. We’ll study this difficult but 
fascinating philosopher and sage by discussing his background and influence and some of his 
key ideas on living how to live wisely and happily as a free human being. 

PHILOSOPHY: SPINOZA’S ETHICS STUDY GROUPTuesday 15.00 Sam RodinFor those who 
have attended my class, ‘The Life, Thought and Legacy of Spinoza’, we will read the Ethics 
together, attempting to make sense of this difficult but rewarding masterpiece as a practical 
philosophical inquiry on how to live wisely and happily as a free human being. In addition to 
the translation of the Ethics by Samuel Shirley, I recommend that you purchase Beth Lord, 
Spinoza’ Ethics: An Edinburgh Philosophical Guide. 

 PHOTOGRAPHY                   Tuesday 10.00Geoffrey StuartThe class will start on 6 October 
with an outside visit.  Those who are interested in joining the group must contact Geoffrey 
about a week before that dateto be informed of the subject matter and be given the 
location of where they are to meet and the time of meeting.  If you do not travel, you still 
need to be given the theme of the week.  The first Zoom meeting will be on 13 October at 
10.00 - 11.00 (note the different time), with all photographs having been emailed to 
Geoffrey no later than the day before.  The class size is limited and at present there is a 
waiting list. If you wish to be added to the list, please contact Geoffrey. 

PLAY-READING: Monday 14.30Malcolm Stern                             World Play 
reading,fortnightly.Be a Russian landowner for a couple of hours.  Or a Parisian shop-girl.  Or 
a Brooklyn cop. We enjoy bringing to life the best of international drama.  Classic, modern, 
British, American, European, tragedy and farce, murder and metaphysics, romance and 
revolution - they’re all grist to our Monday afternoon mill.  Come and join us. 

POETRY: (by email)                                 Ai Li 
READINGMasterclass in Short Form Poetry: Flash Fiction in 6 lines with CHERITA:You are all 
invited to join an online Cherita Masterclass during this temporary lockdown. Please send a 
maximum of 3 Cherita to Ai Li by email and mark all submissions with U3A in the subject of 
the email.  You will be guided and mentored by Ai Li every step of the way. 
The Cherita is a 6-line, 3 stanza [1-2-3] poetry genre that invokes the storyteller who in all of 
us. The creator of this 23-year old short form, Ai Li, takes this Masterclass, offering 
participants opportunities to be published in Paperback and on Kindle as she edits and 
publishes the first ever international monthly literary journal devoted to Cherita. the Cherita 
started its 4th year in June 2020. Thirty-eight editions have now been published in 
paperback and on kindle.  
If you are new to the Cherita genre, and you would like to familiarise yourself with our 
storytelling before writing or submitting Cherita, you may find a number of my published 
Cherita scattered through our website http://www.thecherita.com/bookshop. I decided to 
showcase these examples to inspire you to find your very own unique Cherita voice. 



 

POETRY PLEASE Thursday 10.00                                  Susan Van NoordenVaried weekly 
subjects, or individual poets, are chosen by the class and we read and discuss them in the 
following weeks.   

POETRY: PRESENTING POETRY            Tuesday 14.00Morris Peckman This fortnightly group 
presents classical and modern poetry on varied themes. For example, themes could be love, 
the seasons, music, travel etc. Each poem can be discussed if people wish to do so. Bring 
along your favourite poems. Contact Morris for further details. . The first class of the term is on 
Tuesday 29th September. 

POLITICS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS A   Thursday 12.50      Susan Cohen& David Iwi      This is a 
discussion group with members giving their views on subjects that are introduced by the co-
ordinators, and with plenty of opportunity given for a variety of perspectives leading to 
(sometimes) healthy but polite disagreements. So that everyone can participate, numbers 
are limited to 25, and everyone who is signed up is sent an invitation the Tuesday before the 
meeting on Thursday. Places  are then allocated on a first come, first served  basis. 

POLITICS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS        Wednesday 10.30Jim Eardley Members of the class 
decide what is to be discussed each week from various newspapers. 

POLITICS, CURRENT AFFAIRS & THE ECONOMY Monday 12.00Paul PlantPaul would like to 
discuss your views on today’s current affairs and politics. David Ellis may also attend this 
class occasionally to discuss your views on Brexit. 

PSYCHOANALYSIS   Thursday 16.30Mickey Yudkin with John Dodds                                                                                                                                                                                       
After 6 May, the course will be: Exploring life issues through the lens of psychoanalytic 
theory.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
We'll explore loneliness, anxiety, forgiveness, connectedness, creativity and loveas some of 
life’s issues. Psychoanalyticunderstanding, life experience and the arts will  castlight on 
them.The course employs theory but is largely interactive.  All members 
are most welcome, both those who are new to the theory and thosewho have attended 
previous courses, 

RUSSIAN:MORE ADVANCED            Monday 11.00Silva RubashovaWe are a friendly group, 
enjoying lively Russian conversation, reading and translation at a fairly ambitious advanced 
level. 

SCIENCE: ENERGY AND CLIMATE CHANGE  Tuesday 12.00Alan MortonClimate Change: 
What is it and what can we do about it?  Energy: How do we use it? How to make a better 
world for our grandchildren - and save money at the same time.This class is held fortnightly. 

SCIENCE: HISTORY OF ASTRONOMYMonday 12.00Amalia Michaels Humans have long 
pondered the magnificence of the night sky, written poems about it, worshipped it, found 
evidence in it of a Creator – or no Creator - looked at it with and without telescopes - even 
ventured a little way out.  And, with remarkable success, they have learned how to measure 
it.  What it would be like if no-one knew how far away those countless pinpricks of sparkling 
light really were?   When this coursecomes to an end,I’ll start another subject - as yet 
undecided! 



SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY    Friday 11.45Caroline WhiteOur topic for 2019 – 20 was the 
History and Social Anthropology of South Africa.  I plan to continue this series of classes 
from where we left off.  It would be good to have this background so we can move on to the 
South African War, General Smuts, the imposition of apartheid and the long struggle against 
it, Nelson Mandela, the creation of the Constitution, the first elections, the growth of state 
corruption and the current fight against it. I will also introduce you to some great South 
African music! 

SPANISH ADVANCED  Wednesday 11.00                                            Lucia Bird                                                                                                                                                                              
The week in Spain.  A review of the Spanish press over the previous fortnight, with selected 
articles on domestic and international topics, the arts, opinion pieces and reportage for 
discussion in Spanish.  Students may bring their own contributions from the London papers 
to complement our debate on la actualidadangloespañola.                                                               

STORIES BEHIND THE HEADLINES     Monday 15.00Shafeeq Siddiqui                                                                                        
Islam’s Forgotten ContributionsWe willcover items relating to Social, Technological and 
Philosophical issues amongst others.  For those who are unable to attend, they will appear 
on my Archive in the Timetable .. 

THEATRE: AN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY    Thursday 14.00Irene KyffinWe will explore the 
very beginnings of theatre in worship and ritual from pre-Egyptian times and look at 
developments in Ancient Greek and Roman theatre. We travel on through the following 
centuries, covering the architecture of Medieval, Renaissance and the Baroque and 
Restoration theatre. We cover the changing character of theatre, look at artists, writing and 
performance and will travel through the 19th and 20th centuries and hope to bring 
ourselves to the present time. 

VOICE MATTERS         Tuesday 16.30                                             Barbara Alden                                                                  
This class aims to revive well-worn voices and restore and maintain healthy vocal function 
for speaking and singing.  It will focus on exercises to improve posture, breathing, 
articulation, resonance and projection, then apply these techniques to speech, poetry and 
songs.   It Feels Good to Sound Good! 

WALKING ON TUESDAYSTuesday 14.00Richard Cohen & Charlie Forman                                                    
London History Walks  The virtual monthly walks will be published in each current Update.   

WALKING ON WEDNESDAYS    Margaret MitchellShort Walks Group: Throughout our long 
absence from Hampstead I have been continuing with the walks except in lockdown periods 
and in fact have now re-started them, as we come into the category of 'organised physical 
activity', like the Ramblers Association, who have also just re-started their walks.In normal 
circumstances, my short walks are led fortnightly to almost anywhere in Greater London, 
and occasionally beyond, usually on Wednesdays, though this may change if the weather 
prospects are bad. When possible we visit places of interest we may pass en route where 
there is free entry, and we always have a coffee stop (even if only a takeaway) and some 
people stay for lunch at the end - though we may not find anywhere suitable for a week or 
two.. If you would like to join the group, please email me via the Office and I will send you 
details of the next walk. 

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP   Tuesday 14.00Roger ParrottThis is a space for anyone who wants to 



write and share their writing with others. All types of writing are welcome: fiction and non-
fiction prose and poems, memoirs, articles, anything else you want to try your hand at.  We 
aim to offer constructive help and feedback. To find out more, come along and try it out. 

WRITING CREATIVELY                                               Susan Woodford    Members are sharing 
their work with each other and we publish samples on our weekly Updates. 

WRITE YOURLIFE STORY Thursday 11.00                            Roger Parrott                                                                                                          
Whether you want to write your memoirs for your children, your friends, the wider world or 
just yourself, this class will help you achieve your ambition.  You will be able to read to the 
group what you have written during the week and there will be time for constructive and 
friendly discussion after the reading. We keep membership of the group to about 12 people 
so that proper attention can be given to each member’s contribution.  

WRITE YOUR MEMOIRS  AFriday 10.30Maggie WainEvery life is unique, fascinating and 
intriguing, so join this friendly group and start writing your account. You’ll get help and learn 
writing techniques and tips as well as hearing fascinating tales from your fellow authors of 
their own life-stories. The class is structured so that you share with the group what you have 
written in the preceding 7 days as well as getting advice and encouragement.  It consists of a 
maximum of 12 people, making it friendly, personal and supportive.  Make a start today! 

 


